Year-Round Responsible Learning Resources

These facilities are created in the vein of the desert southwest or the Arabian Peninsula. Each available building site in the South Sector is small so the tight cluster of buildings create an integrated village — low scale and relatable. This will be the main access point for locals and visitors during the year.

This proposal for Fly Ranch has Classrooms located next to the Operations Buildings for Fresh Water, Waste Water, Electricity Generation, and Agriculture. This way visitors to Fly Ranch can arrive with lots of questions, and leave as teachers.

Fly Ranch is being asked to supply significant Display Space indoors and outdoors for leading edge Art from all over the World. Fly Ranch can also provide large and small venues where visitors can learn directly from the masters of better practices, and new technologies.

And that is what Fly Ranch is being asked to become: a Window into a Better Future. A place to share information. A place to get rebalanced with the Planet we live on, and become a part of its' healing.

Fly Ranch; a Desert Oasis where people convene with experts on how to live in more harmony with our Biosphere, and to sample the joy of putting Amazing Art into our lives.